


Logline^
When Mary Anne walks into the local supermarket, she charms those around her and turns 
their ordinary experiences into extraordinary ones; however, one tough nut proves hard to 
crack. 

Short^ Synopsis^ (61 Words^)
When Mary Anne goes to the local supermarket, dreary shoppers blossom as she inspires them 
to make their ordinary experiences extraordinary. But then she meets one nut she can’t quite 
crack: Mitch, the unassuming young man in the produce department. Through her positivity 
and charm, Mary Anne transforms Mitch’s outlook and in the end, connects with him in a 
unique way.

Long^ Synopsis^ (275 Words^) 

It’s just an ordinary day at the market until Mary Anne walks in. With a curly blond bob and 
eyes full of mischief, Mary Anne has something special, a spark inside that allows her to see the 
glass half full instead of half empty.

Mary Anne hops aboard a shopping cart with a loose wheel, her bright yellow galoshes giving 
traction to each kick propelling the cart down the aisle. At first, her meandering seems aimless, 
but as she encounters a couple arguing over which type of bread to buy, her mission is made 
clear: spread her infectious joy to those she meets. So she recommends a loaf of bread to suit 
the couple’s tastes, thus settling the argument, and skips away. 

Her next encounter is with the grocer, cleaning up a spill. As he begrudgingly drags the 
mop through the mess, Mary Anne spies opportunity. She takes the mop from his hands and 
demonstrates a spunky twist on the clean-up routine. The grocer catches on and once again, 
Mary Anne skips away. 

And so goes the routine through the store, turning shoppers’ everyday experiences from gray 
to color. But then, she collides with a young man, Mitch, whose awkward self-awareness blinds 
him to Mary Anne’s positivity. But Mary Anne, not to be brushed off, challenges him to a duel. 
The sword fight wears down Mitch’s surly exterior, and the duel transforms into a charming, 
exhilarating dance. 

Is love found in the grocery store? Maybe. But with a little altrusm, joy, and a touch of mischief, 
Mitch’s eyes have just been opened to a whole new world, all because Mary Anne Goes to 
the Market.



Tate^ Hanyok^ - Mary^ Anne^
Tate Hanyok is on her way to becoming a household name.  A 
Virginia native with a BFA from Virginia Commonwealth University’s 
School of the Arts, Tate has graced television sets on The Office, The 
Mentalist, Studio 60 on the Sunset Strip, ER, The New Adventures of 
the Old Christine, Scrubs, Monk, Unhitched, and more. She has also 
appeared in a number of feature films, including The Assistants, Dark 
Reel, Entry Level, Reversion, and Pulse.  

True to her theater background, Tate is a proud company member 
of The B Street Theatre, a new works theatre founded by Timothy 
Busfield.  Some of her favorite stage performances include Sylvia, 
Boston Marriage, The Underpants, and The Laramie Project.  Other 
memorable stage experiences are Pot Mom with Laurie Metcalf 
and The Tempest with the Arkansas Repertory Theatre. 

Reviewers describe Tate as a “nubile comedienne,” a “convincing 
actress of many personas,” and a “performer to keep an eye out for.” Additionally, she has 
received glowing reviews as a pastry chef and her Handmade Vintage Accessories line. 

Some of Tate’s recent work is a self-created and produced web series called Weddington 
Park, in which she plays all 12 characters, the quirky inhabitants of a Los Angeles apartment 
complex. Watch full episodes at www.youtube.com/tatehanyok. 

In Mary Anne Goes to the Market, Tate plays the role of Mary Anne, a mischievous, joyous, and 
inspiring person who helps ordinary folks feel extraordinary. “I was drawn to this project because 
it made me remember a time when I was little where everything was magic, adventure, and 
love,” she says. “The world still offers a constant flow of those treasures, but as one gets older, 
it seems harder to tap into it as quickly.”



Jason^ Whisman^ - Writer^, Producer^, Actor^ (Mitch^)
Originally from Virginia, Jason Whisman has developed a successful 
career in acting, producing, and writing. 

As an actor, Jason has appeared in television, commercials, theatre, 
and film, including the feature films No Retreat from Destiny: The 
Battle that Rescued Washington and The New World. He worked on 
the daytime show Days of Our Lives and appeared in commercials 
for major national brands, including Domino’s and Bud Light. He 
currently studies with renowned acting coach Margie Haber.

His credits as a writer and producer include features, music videos, 
and a short film called Sometimes starring Roger Rees. Jason got his 
start doing regional theatre across the United States.  With a BFA in 
Theatre from Longwood University, his favorite stage roles include 
The Pirate King in The Pirates of Penzance, Petruchio in The Taming 
of the Shrew, the twins Hugo/Frederic in Ring Around the Moon, 

and Christian in Cyrano de Bergerac. 

The idea for Mary Anne Goes to the Market sprung into Jason’s imagination over 10 years ago. 
After several iterations of scripts including the Mary Anne character, Jason knew the Grocery 
Outlet was the perfect setting for a “grocery store fairy tale” the moment he walked in. “My 
whole goal in writing and producing the film is to make people smile,” Jason says. “It’s a simple 
reason, but I thought that if I could bring joy into someone’s life even for a minute, it would be 
worthwhile.”  

In the film, Jason plays the character of “Mitch,” an introverted loner lost in his own world who 
is startled by Mary Anne’s sudden and charming intrusion into his life. 
 



Ethan^ Cushing^ - Writer^/Director^ 
Director Ethan Cushing completed a Master’s in Fine 
Arts in Film Production with an emphasis in directing 
at the Conservatory of Motion Pictures at Chapman 
University. He received his undergraduate degree 
from Wake Forest University in Winston-Salem, North 
Carolina; it was there that a general interest in 
filmmaking transformed into an undeniable love for 
the entertainment industry. 

That love for the industry has taken him across the 
United States to work on The Late Show with David 
Letterman in New York City to Warner Brother’s 

Without a Trace in Los Angeles. Most recently, Ethan co-produced the feature film The Forgotten 
Ones starring Serenity’s Jewel Staite and Twilight’s Kellan Lutz. He also associate-produced the 
feature film The Lost Tribe, which was acquired by Voltage Pictures, producers of the Academy 
Award winning film The Hurt Locker. His credits also include the creation and production of 
several seasonal television shows and short films. Ethan’s award winning short film, Negotiations, 
played at festivals across the world, including the Short Film Corner at Cannes. 

Currently, Ethan is associate-producing the feature film Bonded, which tells the story of the 
underground sweatshop system in downtown Los Angeles and stars Pierce Brosnan and 
Alfred Molina. Ethan looks forward to a lifetime of filmmaking and hopes to continue to use his 
artistic vision to positively impact the entertainment industry through the fields of writing and 
directing. 

Director^'s^ Statement^
“What attracted me to this project was the message. Jason and I worked long and hard at 
developing the theme of this story so any time we got lost, we could go back to the controlling 
idea we were trying to communicate. Our theme is that if your mind and eyes are open, and 
you’re willing to look for it, you can experience extraordinary things in the midst of a mundane 
world. That is such a fun premise and everything we shot during Mary Anne was an effort to 
illuminate that point. Our main actress Tate was absolutely perfect for the role and captured 
the spirit of Mary Anne. She made my job quite easy. In fact, everyone involved on this project 
was so excited about shooting a dance scene in a grocery store that it felt like we were living 
the world of Mary Anne as we were shooting. My hope is that energy translated to the screen 
and the audience will walk away with a more positive outlook on life.”



Andrew^ m^. Davis^ - Director^ of^ Photography^
Andrew M. Davis is a native of the Pacific Northwest and graduate of the Dodge College of 
Film and Television at Chapman University. He is an award winning Director of Photography, 
honored with the prestigious A.S.C. Heritage Award as well as two Cecil Awards for Best 
Cinematography. His work has screened in a host of important festivals, including the Tribeca 
Int’l Film Festival, Cannes, Palm Springs Int’l Film Festival, and Cinequest. His work has also won 
top honors at the Denver Int’l Film Festival, Angelus Int’l Film Festiaval, and Victoria Int’l Film 
Festival. A diverse range of projects has taken him around the world, from the war-torn streets 
of Iraq to the dense jungles of Honduras. Drawing from these unique experiences and love of 
visual storytelling, he is able to create dynamic images that both inspire and entertain. 

Martin^ Montgomery^ - Editor^ 
Martin Montgomery received his Bachelor of Arts in Theatre with a concentration in Performance 
from Longwood College.  During his college career on stage, he and Jason Whisman, creator 
of Mary Anne Goes to the Market, collaborated on a student film.  This is when he discovered 
his passion for filmmaking.  Martin started out creating, directing and editing music videos and 
short films.  His first music video was for the recording artist Jason Mraz.  Martin later went on to 
direct, shoot and edit a live concert for the recording artist during his “Curbside Prophet” tour.  
Martin also co-directed and edited the short film Concept of Beauty, which won the Virginia 
Independent Film Festival in 2009.  Currently, Martin is a producer with Altair Productions based 
out of Richmond, VA.       

John^ Samuel^ Hanson^ - Composer^
After John Samuel Hanson received his Bachelor of Arts in music composition from California 
State Fullerton, he worked for composer Klaus Badelt at Hans Zimmer’s renowned production 
facility, Media Ventures/Remote Control. There, Hanson used his musical and programming 
talents to launch his career in the composition of original music for film. Hanson has also been 
a sound programmer and score assistant on the motion pictures Constantine, 16 Blocks, and 
Poseidon. In addition, Hanson has worked closely with Elia Cmiral contributing to the scores 
of Pulse, The Deaths of Ian Stone, Tooth and Nail, and Splinter. John scored the independent 
feature, 2 Young 2 Fight, and USC thesis film August written and directed by Jay Gammill. 
Working on behalf of Immediate Music (renowned trailer music house), Hanson has written 
music for the trailers for Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince, Book of Eli, and Lost - Season 6. 
He also recently provided the score to the ground-breaking documentary Dreams and to the 
dramatic short Propel.



Addi^ Gaash^ - Choreographer^
Addi Gaash is an actor and producer, whose dance background spans over 15 years.  
Highlights of her professional endeavors include dancing in parades and stage shows at Walt 
Disney World, as well as various hip-hop and Latin dance performances in New York City.  
Addi immediately felt connected to this unique and heartwarming story.  Working closely with 
Jason and Ethan, Addi implemented a wide array of movement that inspired her, including 
Gene Kelly, the recently departed Michael Jackson and Patrick Swayze.  She also explored 
current movie trends like 500 Days of Summer and High School Musical that she felt viewers 
would relate to and result in a warm and fuzzy emotional experience.

Carlos^ Gayotto^ - Executive^ Producer^
Zoecomm and Zoe Films USA founder Carlos Gayotto Rolim developed a love for entertainment 
at a young age. He wrote, directed, and acted in his first play and directed and edited his first 
short film at age nine. Carlos graduated with a degree in communications from the Fundação 
Armando Álvares Penteado University in 2003, with a specialization in cinematography at the 
Raindance Institute of London.  

Carlos has worked for Radio Jovem Pan FM, Radio Mix FM, SBT channel, the Disney Channel, 
and Cl@se Channel, an educational network of the Cisneros Group, where he has been a 
director for five years.  Some of his work includes the series The Legacy of Psychology for the 
Brazilian Ministry of Culture, and English Highway for Cl@se Channel, LA.   He won the iBest 
award and Best MTV Animation in 2002 with the series Psycho Dolls. 

Carlos has also been a musician for 18 years and recently composed the soundtrack for the 
American short film The Pardoner’s Tale (2007).

Zoe^ Films^
Zoecomm and Zoe Films USA serves the communication market, producing high quality content 
for a wide range of media. With headquarters in Brazil and a branch in the US, Zoecomm 
strives to provide more emotional and unique content for viewers.  Some examples include 
educational documentaries for Cl@se Channel in Miami, ads for the Brazilian and American 
real estate markets, and commercials for important corporations and precious video legacies 
for the Brazilian Ministry of Culture.  Zoe creates and develops personalized audiovisual projects 
aligned with the communication needs of its clients, always through the eyes of the soul.  To 
watch our work, please visit our website:  www.zoecomm.com.br



CREDITS^ - 
Cast
Tate Hanyok   Mary Anne
Jason Whisman   Mitch
Robbie Winston   Arguing Boyfriend
Alina Bolshakova   Arguing Girlfriend
Mike Danner   Mop Guy
Robert Sisko   Flower Guy

Crew
Ethan Cushing   Writer/Director
Jason Whisman   Story/Writer/Producer
M. Elizabeth Hughes  Producer
Carlos Gayotto   Executive Producer
Andrew M. Davis   Director of Photography
Matt Corder   Production Designer
Martin Montgomery  Editor
Jared Cardwell   Additional Editing
Jeffrey A. Pitts   Sound Designer
John Samuel Hanson  Composer
Addi Gaash   Choreography
Christin Mize lle   Unit Production Manager
Mike Danner   1st Assistant Director
Nicholas Davidoff   Steadicam Operator
Yuki Noguchi   1st Assistant Camera
Bryant Jansen   1st Assistant Camera
Greg Cotton   2nd Assistant Camera
Benjamin Kantor   DIT/Digital Colorist
Bryan Nest    Gaffer/Electric
Jared Cardwell   Key Grip
Sean Oakley   Sound Mixer
Katie Vernon   Make-Up
Kyle Biane    Score Mixer/Music Recording Engineer
Haig Shirinian   Live Drums
James Pomichter   Set Photographer
Pamela Corey   Still Photographer



CREDITS^ - 
Store Patrons/Dancers

Veronica Barriga
Victoria Blackburn
Emma Cairo
Kevin Carrao
Ransford Doherty
Lara Fisher
Wilton Godfrey
Jessica Gordon
M. Elizabeth Hughes
Jennifer Hugus
Stephanie McVay
Sean A. Mulvihill
Frank Pepito
James Pomichter
Rakoon
Annabeth Rickley
Gisel Saumat
Benny Scolaro
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Stephen Ryan
Steve Taira
Dennis Morris
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Immediate Music
Write Act Repertory
Monty McDowell
Rebecca Diaz
Fountain Valley Grocery Outlet
Patrick McCarthy
Brandon Adams
Sigur Ros
Bryan Nest
Cameron Langdon
Brandon Raines
Robbie Winston
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Production^ stills^ - 

For high res versions, contact Ethan Cushing
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Contact^ Information^ - 
Jason Whisman, Writer/Producer Mary Anne Goes to the Market
Jas.whisman@gmail.com
323.301.6058

Ethan Cushing, Writer/Director Mary Anne Goes to the Market
Ethancushing@gmail.com
323.683.2874

Technical^ Specs^
Running Time: 9 min. 30 sec. 
Aspect Ratio: 2:35:1 anamorphic


